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ABSTRACT
Disguised face recognition is an extremely challenging task
due to the numerous variations that can be introduced with
different disguises. Most existing disguised face recognition
approaches follow a supervised learning framework. How-
ever, due to the domain shift problem, the Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN) model trained on one dataset often fail to
generalize well to another dataset. In our attempt, we formu-
late the DFR as an unsupervised learning problem and pro-
pose a unified deep architecture Unsupervised Domain Adap-
tation Model (UDAM) with three merits. Firstly, UDAM is a
unified deep architecture, containing a Domain Style Adapta-
tion subNet (DSN) and an Attention Learning subNet (ALN),
which are jointly learned from end-to-end. Secondly, DSN
is a well-design generative adversarial network which simul-
taneously translate the labeled image from source to target
domain in an unsupervised manner and maintain the ID la-
bel after translation. Thirdly, ALN is a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) for disguised face recognition with our pro-
posed attention transfer strategy. Extensive experiments over
the benchmarks Simple and Complex Face Disguise Dataset
and the IIIT-Delhi Disguise Version 1 Face Database have
demonstrated that the proposed method yield consistent and
competitive performance for disguised face recognition.
Index Terms— Unsupervised Domain Adaptation, Dis-
guised Face Recognition, Generative Adversarial Learning,
Attention Transfer
1. INTRODUCTION
Within the past decades, face recognition (FR) has received
a tremendous amount of attention owing to its wide range of
potential applications, e.g., identity authentication, public se-
curity and surveillance. Many innovative and novel methods
have been put forward for the tasks of visual face recognition
and verification. Meanwhile, great challenges have been con-
fronted by current FR systems, particularly when the accu-
racy significantly decreases while recognizing the same sub-
jects with disguised appearances, such as wearing a wig or
eyeglasses, changing hairstyle and so on [1].
Disguise usually involves intentional and unintentional
changes on a face through which one can either imperson-
ate or confuse someone’s identity. Fig.1 clearly shows two
examples of face obfuscation, in which the appearance of a
subject can be varied by using different disguise accessories.
To make automatic face recognition secure and usable, it is
necessary to address the disguise problem. Current research
in disguised face recognition (DFR) typically is based on a
single-domain setting [2] [3]. Specifically, an algorithm first
learns a Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) model from
the training data, and then applies it to the test data. When the
training data and testing data shares the same distribution, the
learnt CNN model generally works well, since in this case the
training error is an optimal estimate of the test error.
However, in real world applications, there is a need for
transferring the learned knowledge from a source domain
with abundant labeled data to a target domain where data is
unlabeled or sparsely labeled. When CNN models trained on
one domain and used on another domain with different dis-
tributions, the performance drops dramatically due to the do-
main bias [4]. To this end, we propose to solve the disguise
face recognition task using domain adaptation [5] [6], which
attempts to transfer the rich knowledge from the source do-
main, which is fully annotated, to another, different but re-
lated, domain to obtain a better CNN model.
Recently, attention transfer has been proposed and suc-
cessfully adopted in several domain adaptation tasks [7] [8],
which attempts to transfer attention knowledge from a power-
ful deeper network that is trained with sufficient training sam-
Fig. 1. Two samples of images with different disguise acces-
sories.
ples to a shallower network that can be trained with limited
training data with the goal of improving the performance of
the latter. However, it is still challenging to train such a high-
quality cross-domain model for the DFR due to the large do-
main shift in the images. To deal with the large domain shift
between source domain and target domain for the DFR, we
can adopt the data in source domain to synthesize disguised
face images as similar as the data in target domain by us-
ing generative adversarial networks (GAN) model, which has
been proven to generate impressively realistic faces through a
two-player game between a generator and a discriminator. For
the GAN model, there are many promising image-to-image
translation developments [9] [10], but they do not necessarily
preserve the identity label of an image. Although the gen-
erated image may “look” like that it comes from the auxil-
iary domain, the underlying identity may be lost after image-
image translation. Consequently, the desired model for our
task is that it can generate disguised face images which should
simultaneously preserve the identity label in source domain
and transform helpful content information in target domain.
Inspired by the above discussions, we propose a novel
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Model (UDAM), which
jointly transfer the rich knowledge from the source domain
and discriminative representation end-to-end that mutually
boost each other to achieve the disguised face recognition of
target domain. In particular, UDAM includes a Domain Style
Adaptation subNet (DSN) and a Attention Learning subNet
(ALN) to learn the representations. The DSN introduces un-
supervised cross-domain adversarial training and a “learning
to learn” strategy with the Siamese discriminator to achieve
stronger generalizability and high-fidelity, underlying identity
preserving face generation. In this setting, the model can sat-
isfy the specific requirement of retaining identity information
after image-image translation in the disguised face recogni-
tion, and we are able to create a dataset which has the similar
style of the target domain in an unsupervised manner. ALN
is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for disguised face
recognition with our proposed attention transfer strategy. The
CNNmodel is trained by taking advantage of the sufficient la-
beled generated images, unlike previous approaches that dis-
till knowledge through class probabilities [11], we propose to
learn class-specific energy functions on spatial attention map,
which is helpful to obtain an effective CNN model that less
affected from the domain shift.
Fig. 2. Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Model (UDAM)
for disguised face recognition. First, we predict face and
landmark location by MTCNN [12], then the Domain Style
Adaptation subNet translates the style of the labeled images
from a source dataset to the style of the target dataset. Finally,
we train the CNN model with the translated images and use
Attention Learning subNet to obtain the disguised face recog-
nition.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We present a deep architecture unifying image-image
translation and disguised face recognition in a mutual
boosting way, which inherits the merits of existing do-
main bias disguised face recognition methods. The pro-
posed model achieves consistent improvement on both
controlled and in-the-wild datasets.
• The local and global structural consistency of the style-
translated disguised face images has been effectively
enforced through pixel cycle-consistency and discrim-
inative loss. Besides, the class-discriminative spatial
attention maps from the CNN model trained by source
domain are leveraged to boost the performance of dis-
guised face recognition in target domain.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
2.1. Problem Definition
Suppose a labeled datasetA, is used to train a CNNmodelMc
of disguised face recognition. If the trainedMc is directly ap-
plied to a target unlabeled datasetB collected from an entirely
different domain with a different set of identities/classes, the
model tends to have poor performance, due to the significant
differences between A and B. Therefore, we attempt to learn
an optimal CNN model for B using knowledge transferred
from A.
2.2. Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Model (UDAM)
As shown in Fig.2, the proposed Unsupervised Domain Adap-
tation Model (UDAM) consists of a Domain Style Adapta-
tion subNet (DSN) and an Attention Learning subNet (ALN)
that jointly generate the domain-aware data and learn the dis-
guised face representation end-to-end. We now present each
component in detail.
2.2.1. Domain Style Adaptation subNet (DSN)
We first introduce a mapping function G from source domain
A to target domain B and train it to produce images that fool
an adversarial discriminator DB . Conversely, the adversarial
discriminator attempts to classify the real target data from the
source generated data. This corresponds to the loss function:
LBadv (G,DB , Px, Py) =Ey⇠py [(DB(y)  1)2]+
Ex⇠px [(DB(G(x))
2],
(1)
where px and py denote the sample distributions in the source
and target domain, respectively. However, with large enough
capacity, a network can map the face images in the source
domain to any random permutation of images in the target
domain. As a result, it is undesirable in the DFR task, where
we have to ensure the quality of the generated faces. Thus, we
introduce another mapping F from target to source and train
it according to the same GAN loss, i.e.,
LAadv (F,DA, Py, Px) =Ex⇠px [(DA(x)  1)2]+
Ey⇠py [(DA(F (y))
2],
(2)
We then introduce a cycle-consistency loss [10] to recover the
original image after a cycle of translation and reverse transla-
tion, thereby enforcing cycle-consistency and preserving lo-
cal structural information of the face images in source do-
main. The cycle-consistent loss can be expressed as:
Lcyc(G,F ) =Ex⇠px [||F (G(x))  x||1]+
Ey⇠py [||G(F (y))  y||1],
(3)
To encourage the domain style adaptation to preserve the
identity information for each translated image, inspired by
[13], we add the contrastive loss [14] in the cycle-consistency
loss function to learn a latent space that constrains the learn-
ing of the mapping function. We use the contrastive loss [14]
to train the Siamese network as follows:
Lcon(l, i1, i2) = (1  l) {max(0,m  d)}2 + ld2, (4)
where i1 and i2 are a pair of input vectors, which are selected
in an unsupervised manner. d denotes the Euclidean distance
between normalized embeddings of two input vectors, and l
represents the binary label of the pair. If i1 and i2 are posi-
tive image pair, l equals one. On the contrary, if i1 and i2 are
negative image pair, l equals zero. m 2 [0, 2] represents the
margin that defines the separability in the embedding space.
The loss of the negative training pair is not back-propagated
in the system when m equals zero. Both positive and nega-
tive sample pairs are considered if m is larger than zero. A
largerm means that the loss of negative training samples has
a higher weight in back propagation.
Based on the prior knowledge that the set of ID informa-
tion is different in the source and target domains, there are
two types of negative training pairs designed for generatorsG
and F : 1) G(iA) and iB , 2) F (iB) and iA. Thus, a translated
image should be of different ID information from any target
image. Accordingly, the two dissimilar images are pushed
away by the network. Taken together, the final Domain Style
Adaptation subNet objective can be written as in equation (5)
by considering Eqs (1), (2), (3), and (4):
Lsum = LBadv + LAadv + Lcyc + Lcon (5)
2.2.2. Attention Learning subNet (ALN)
Baseline Deep DFR Model. Given that the style-translated
dataset consisting of the translated images and their associ-
ated labels, the ResNet-50 [15] model is slightly improved
and used in our experiments as the base network. It is pre-
trained on the ImageNet [16] dataset, and fine-tuned on the
translated images to classify the training identities. We dis-
card the last 1000-dimensional classification layer and add
two fully connected (FC) layers. Besides, to reduce the pos-
sibility of overfitting, a dropout layer [17] has been inserted
before the final convolutional layer. The last fully-connected
layer is modified to have N neurons to predict the N -classes,
where N is the number of the classes in the training set.
Attention transfer Learning. Once we obtain the CNN
model for the style-translated dataset, we can further address
the domain shift problem by using spatial attention map to
exploit features from the convolutional layer. Class informa-
tion and more general convolutional feature are incorporated
through attention map, hence more transitions can be made
across domains. Let n 2 (1, 2, ..., N) be the n-th pre-defined
class of the real images in the target domain, where N is the
number of classes. For a particular example x with single
ground-truth label y, the last convolutional layer of the trained
CNN model will produce K feature maps Ak. The image x
is first forwardly propagated through the trained CNN model,
then we adopt the Grad-CAM [18] to generate the spatial at-
tention map L(x, yn) by a weighted combination of the con-
volutional feature maps,
L(x, yn) = ReLU(
X
x
↵ynk A
k) (6)
The importance of the k-th feature map for the prediction
class yn will be captured by the weight ↵ynk through calculat-
ing the back propagating gradients to the convolutional fea-
ture map Ak. For the spatial attention map of each image, an
energy function has been defined as E(L(x,yn)PN
n=1 E(L(x,yn))
, which
is the largest when y = yn, and smaller otherwise. We define
E based on a simple yet effective observation: Assuming that
the CNN model has been pre-trained on the style-translated
source domain to predict certain identity, given an image and
its spatial attention map corresponding to an identity, if the
Fig. 3. The illustration shows samples images with different
disguises from both the Simple and Complex face disguise
(FG) datasets.
Fig. 4. Sample images from the IIIT-Delhi Disguise Version
1 Face Database (ID V1 Database).
facial attribute of the identity exists in the certain region, the
attention map will generate the higher activations in the cor-
responding region. Therefore, a sliding window with size of
4 ⇥ 4 and step size of 1 will be applied over L(x, yn). Then
we calculate the sum of the value of L(x, yn) within each
sliding window as the local activation. We use the energy E
to express the maximum of all local activations. For the tar-
get domain withN classes, we calculate the output score over
each label as the mean energy across all local activations,
score(x, yn) =
1
N
X
C
E(L(x, yn)), (7)
where C denotes the number of local activations. We infer
the one with highest score as the predicted label,
yp = argmax
yn
score(x, yn) (8)
3. EXPERIMENT
3.1. Datasets
The Simple and Complex Face Disguise Dataset [3] contain
2000 images of 25 people with 10 different disguises varied
each with (i) Simple and (ii) Complex backgrounds that con-
tain people with 8 different background illuminations in the
wild. The dataset is split into three fixed parts: 1000 train-
ing images, 500 validation images and 500 test images. The
example images from each dataset are shown in Fig. 3. We
can observe that the samples from the complex background
dataset have a relatively complex background compared to
the simple dataset.
The IIIT-Delhi Disguise Version 1 Face Database (ID V1
Database) [1] contains 681 visible spectrum images of 75
participants with disguise variations. The dataset is randomly
divided into a training set with 35 subjects and a testing set
with the remaining 40 subjects. All the face images are almost
taken under constant illumination with neutral expression and
frontal pose. The sample images from the database are shown
in Fig.4.
3.2. Implementation Details
Domain Style Adaptation model. We used Tensorflow [19]
to train Domain Style Adaptation subNet using the training
images of the dataset. Before the training process, we apply
the MTCNN [12] to perform face detection for datasets and
reduce the negative affect of the background. With an ini-
tial learning rate of 0.0002, and model stops training after 7
epochs. During the testing procedure, we employ the Gen-
erator G for Simple and Complex FGD ! ID V1 Database
translation and the Generative F for ID V1 Database! Sim-
ple and Complex FGD translation. The translated images are
used to fine-tune the CNN model.
Feature learning. Specifically, ResNet-50 [15] pre-trained
on ImageNet [16] is used for fine-tuning on the translated
images. We modify the output of the last fully-connected
layer to 25 and 35 for Simple and Complex FGD and ID V1
Database, respectively. A mini-batch SGD is used to train the
CNN model on a GTX 1080 GPU. The initial learning rate
is set to 0.001, and decays to 0.0001 after 10 epochs. The
trained CNN is then used to generate spatial attention maps
for test images in target domain. We set the size of the atten-
tion map for ResNet50 is 7⇥7.
3.3. Experiment results and Evaluation
To help analyze our model and show the benefit of each mod-
ule, we design several unsupervised comparison methods as
follows:
Setting-1: Source domain to target domain (S2T). This
baseline uses the disguised face images in source domain to
fine-tune the pre-trained CNN model and then tests it on tar-
get domain.
Setting-2: S2T DSN(without contrastive loss). We first
train the DSN (without contrastive loss) using the source do-
main, and the generated disguised face images are used to
train the CNN model.
Fig. 5. Upper right: FGD images which are translated to ID
V1 style; Lower right: ID V1 images translated to FGD style.
Setting-3: S2T DSN. This baseline preserves the identity
information for each translated image by adding contrastive
loss to setting 2.
Setting-4: S2T UDAM(DSN&ALN). Proposed unsuper-
vised domain adaptation method in this paper.
3.3.1. Evaluation on the Simple and Complex Face Disguise
Dataset
We first evaluated our method on the Simple and Complex
Face Disguise Dataset, which is a disguised face dataset in the
wild with varied disguises, covering different backgrounds
and under varied illuminations. We translated the image style
of ID V1 Database (source domain) to Simple and Complex
Face Disguise Dataset (target domain) and then use the trans-
lated images to train the disguised face recognition model.
Finally, we evaluated the methods on the test set of Simple
and Complex Face Disguise Dataset.
Results. Table 1. shows the detailed comparison results be-
tween our methods and three aforementioned baseline meth-
ods. The proposed method outperforms all the correspond-
ing baselines with 8% to 12.6% improvement and 7.2% and
14.7% on the DFR accuracy for simple and complex version,
respectively. We attribute this to the image generator and
attention learning strategy in our method. Based on the re-
sults in Table 1, it is clear that S2T DSN(without contrastive
loss) can achieve better performance with the S2T baseline,
demonstrating its efficacy to transfer style across domains.
With the help of contrastive loss, we preserve the identity
information during the image translation process leading to
3% and 5.1% improvement over the Setting-2 for simple and
complex version, respectively. Examples of translated images
by DSN are shown in Fig. 5.
Comparison with state-of-the-art. Since all of the previous
approaches are not unsupervised learning setting, we com-
pared our method with the state-of-the-art supervised learn-
ing methods including DFI [3] and ITE [1] in Table 4. For
complex FGD, we arrive at an accuracy = 66.1%, which is
+3.5% higher than the best results in [3]. Compared with the
Table 1. Face disguise classification accuracy (%) of our four
unsupervised comparative settings on the Simple and Com-
plex Face Disguise Dataset.
Method Simple FGD Complex FGD
S2T 54.6% 51.4%
S2T DSN (without Lcyc) 56.2% 53.8%
S2T DSN 59.2% 58.9%
S2T UDAM (DSN&ALN) 67.2% 66.1%
Table 2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on Simple
and Complex Disguised Face Dataset.
Method Simple FGD Complex FGD
DFI [3] 78.4% 62.6%
ITE [1] 65.2% 53.4%
S2T UDAM (DSN&ALN) 67.5% 66.1%
second best method, ITE [1], our unsupervised domain adap-
tation method is +1.7% and +12.7% higher in accuracy for
Simple and Complex FGD, respectively. The comparisons
indicate the competitiveness of the proposed method on the
simple and complex FG dataset.
3.3.2. Evaluation on the IIIT-Delhi Disguise Version 1 face
database (ID V1 Database).
To further test the effectiveness of our method, we treated
the Simple and Complex Face Disguise Dataset and ID V1
Database as source domain and target domain, respectively.
Results. In Table 3, we show the face recognition perfor-
mance comparison of our method with some baselines. There
are several findings from the results. Firstly, the recognition
accuracy shown in the last column of this table indicates that
the proposed model drastically improve the performance, and
the degree of improvement varies between 6% and 15.5%.
This well verifies the proposed method is effective when the
data in the target domain is limited and unlabeled, which is the
general scenario for unsupervised domain adaptation prob-
lems. Moreover, the joint learning scheme of domain style
Table 3. Face disguise classification accuracy (%) on the IIIT-
Delhi Disguise Version 1 Face Database (ID V1 Database).
Method ID VI Database
NoImage+ResNet 41.3%
S2T 29.7%
S2T DSN (without Lcyc) 35.8%
S2T DSN 39.2%
S2T UDAM (DSN&ALN) 45.2%
adaptation and attention transfer learning also helps, since the
two sub-nets leverage each other during end-to-end training
to achieve a final win-win outcome.
Comparison with state-of-the-art. We can not find existing
methods that conduct experiments on this dataset under the
same conditions with us. Thus we directly create baseline
NoImage+Resnet, where we directly use the training set of
ID V1 to fine-tune a Resnet-50 model. Table 4 shows our
methods can achieve better recognition accuracy of 45.2%.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel Unsupervised Domain
Adaptation Model (UDAM) to address the challenging face
recognition with domain bias. UDAM unifies a Domain Style
Adaptation subNet (DSN) and a Attention Learning subNet
(ALN) for disguised face recognition in an end-to-end deep
architecture. The DSN introduces unsupervised cross-domain
adversarial training to provide style-translated images for ef-
fective attention transfer learning from ALN. Besides, the un-
derlying (latent) ID information for the disguised face im-
ages also has been preserved after image-image translation.
We conducted experiments on the Simple and Complex FGD
and ID V1 Database, and shown the efficacy of the proposed
method to adapt the domain shift problem, especially when
the images in the target domain is unlabeled.
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